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1 Extended Abstract
Distributed and reactive systems can be modeled in a modular manner using
operations such as sequential or parallel composition in order to build larger
modules. Each component of a modular system can be replaced by behav-
iorally equivalent components without changing the properties of the modules.
The properties can be preserved by means of semantic equivalences. Branching
bisimulation preserves Computation Tree Logic (CTL)[4] and language inclusion
preserves Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)[11]. The idea behind bisimulation is to
regard two states as equivalent if they can engage in the same observable transi-
tions (transitions with identical labels) and after performing similar transitions
end up in equivalent states again. If one chooses to think of every transition
as observable, the relation is called a strong bisimulation. If one abstracts from
internal transitions, it is called weak bisimulation or branching bisimulation.
The timed properties can be preserved by means of timed semantic equiva-
lences. Timed bisimulation preserves timed properties expressed in timed modal
logics such as Timed Computation Tree Logic (TCTL) [16], Lν [12]. Timed bisim-
ulation was shown decidable for Timed Automata (TA) [3]. Efficient algorithms
checking for timed bisimilarity have been discovered [12] and implemented in
tools for automatic verification [6]. TA are used to model real-time systems and
have become popular as modeling language for several model checkers [17][13]
because of their simplicity and tractability. A timed automaton is a finite au-
tomaton augmented with real-valued clocks. Clocks are variables that increase
at the same rate in order to register time progress. Constraints on these clocks
are used to restrict the behaviors of the automaton. The model of TA assumes
perfect clocks: all clocks have infinite precision and are perfectly synchronized.
Transitions are labelled with constraints on clocks, called guards, that indicate
when such transition may take place. Usually TA are used to model real-time
systems with hard constraints. In this case, TA are equipped with an invariant,
which is a constraint on clocks that limits time progress in each control state
[9]. A established bridge has been provided between TA and timed modal logic,
by the notion of characteristic formula. A characteristic formula for TA is a for-
mula in a timed temporal logic Lν that completely characterizes the behavior
of an automaton modulo some chosen relation [12]. A solution has first been
proposed in [12] for TA, providing formulas in the timed modal logic Lν . Then,
these results have been improved in [1], yielding linear constructions.
Some variants of TA called Distributed Timed Automata DTA [10] and icTA
[2][15] are used to model real-time distributed systems, where the clocks are
not necessarily synchronized. Constraints on the clocks are used to restrict the
behaviors of the automaton in the different processes. The clocks belonging to
one process can be read by another process, but a clock can only be reset by its
owner process. The clocks in icTA can be in different processes and we cannot
assume that they are perfectly synchronized. DTA and icTA can been used to
model systems such as the Controller Area Network (CAN) [14], WirelessHART
Networks [5], and the ARINC-659 protocol [7].
Our first contribution is to extend the definition of Timed Labelled Transi-
tion Systems (TLTS), icTA [2], timed languages and timed bisimulation removing
the assumption of clock synchronization, the idea that the clocks can advance
independently if they are in different processes, yielding the multi-timed bisim-
ulation. We will show that multi-timed bisimulation is decidable (more exactly,
EXPTIME-complete). Our second contribution is a logical characterization of
multi-timed bisimulation for icTA, based on timed modal logic MLν , an exten-
sion of Lν [12] and Hennessy-Milner logic [8].
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